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Summary
The proposed investment into Quantum of 0.7 bnEUR over a period of 7 years is expected to generate a GDP impact of 5-7 bnEUR for the Dutch economy in the mid-term, and
contributes to strengthening the strategically relevant European Quantum ecosystem.

1

Quantum (computing, communications, sensing) has gained momentum over the past years due to its potential to enable new capabilities across industries: quantum computing could enable
completely new territories of computing, quantum communications could ensure quantum-safe communications and quantum sensing already offers a new level of precision; Quantum providers have
been launching early commercial products / services.

2

Given Quantum’s need for tech breakthroughs and its high chance for disruption, the market potential is large with a mid-point estimate of ~30 bnEUR by 2040. Due to uncertainties in timing,
technology and applications, the market potential may range between ~10-90 bnEUR. In addition, usage of Quantum will result in the creation of value in various sectors of the economy; the value is
likely going to be a multiple of the Quantum providers’ market. Next ~10 years are likely coined by “NISQ” era in which investments are mostly made by governments, VCs, and corporate R&D.
Outlooks for the 3 Quantum categories (CAT) differ:
• Quantum computing has highest market potential, yet foundational breakthroughs still needed, thus, it carries highest uncertainty among CATs. For example, there is not yet a clearly winning
qubit concept.
• With relatively available technology in place, quantum communications could be the first CAT to experience broader adoption: governments and corporates already experiment today and its
relevance may increase once the need for quantum safe communications emerges widely. In addition, Quantum internet may become relevant towards 2035 / 2040.
• Quantum sensing 1.0 has matured; identification of applications for quantum sensing 2.0 (coherent interaction) underway, and focused applications expected in next decade.

3
4

5

The Netherlands is a strong global leader in Quantum research, centered around QuTech and strengthened by QuSoft, QT / e, aQa and QUANT, with a high concentration of Quantumrelevant talent and a Quantum research connectedness that sets NL apart globally. Europe, incl. The Netherlands, is falling behind in the creation of IP behind the US and China, securing VC
funding and establishing a mature start-up ecosystem (i.e., to date 6 out of > 130 start-ups located in NL). The investment proposal allocates roughly 1/3rd of budget to strengthen this ecosystem.

The proposed investment can be regarded as a strategic investment for a continued leading position in a frontier technology at this critical stage in the development of Quantum, potentially
comparable to AI one to two decades ago. Identification of applications and capability building should already be sought for today, while the timeline of most applications is still uncertain. This
is reflected in the proposed budgeting which is split equally between research budgets (foundational and applied research), lasting research infrastructure and valorization + ecosystem
development.
The proposed investment would trigger a flywheel that drives value creation for the Dutch economy. While direct returns for these kind of frontier technology investment are ~8x in midterm (5-7 bnEUR ) it serves as a catalyst for a Quantum value chain in the Netherlands. Due its leading research track record, The Netherlands is expected to be well positioned to lead
European Quantum efforts, and potentially capture a 5-10% share of the global Quantum market, while we believe leading US tech players and China Inc. are currently best positioned to become
globally leading Quantum providers. This implies a Dutch Quantum market of 0.5-1 bnEUR (6-12 thousand direct and indirect jobs) in 2027 and
1.5-3 bnEUR (~15-30 thousand jobs) in 2040. As Quantum is a technology of strategic relevance in terms of economic impact, security and sovereignty, with the proposed investment The
Netherlands can make a pivotal contribution to bring the European Quantum ecosystem to the next level.
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THE NETHERLANDS’ RELATIVE POSITION IN QUANTUM
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

A

Quantum has the potential to enable new capabilities across industries

Quantum computing (QC) could enable
completely new territories of computing
and allow for next generation of
exponential perfor-mance improvement
for some applications, after slow-down of
Moore’s law as we approach atomic size
features

Quantum communications
(QComms) could ensure security
of communications even in the
face of unlimited (quantum)
computing power

Quantum sensing (QS) could provide
measurements of various quantities
(e.g., gravity, time, electromagnetism)
that are orders of magnitude more
sensitive than classical sensors

Potentially impacting many different industries

Source: Expert interviews
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

A

The past 5 years witnessed an acceleration of commercial interest in
Quantum; cloud providers tapping into computing market

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Quantum computing

Quantum communications

Quantum sensing

Quantum overall

1999

2001

2007

2011

2012

2016

2016

2016

2017

2018

2020

2020

EU invests
€50-75 M in
quantum
technologies via
FET program
over next 7
years (EU
Flagship
program)

SK Telecom
starts R&D on
quantum
communication

ID Quantique
starts
commercially
offering
quantum key
distributions
services

Lockheed Martin
buys D-Wave 11
$10M

1Qubit is
founded

IBM starts
making their
quantum
computers
available to the
public for the first
time with the IBM
Q program

KPN starts
testing quantum
key distribution
on commercial
fiber lines

Canadian government
commits $ 76
millions to the
University of
Waterloo for
quantum hardware and
software

Volkswagen
announcing
co-development
with Google

EU commission
announces a US$
1.13 billion project
for support of a
range of quantum
technologies (EU
Flagship program)

Honeywell
announces
world’s most
powerful
quantum
computer
(volume 64) and
predicts 10-fold
quantum volume
increase p.a. for
next 5 years

On April 20th,
QuTech is going
public with the
Quantum Inspire
platform, a cloud
service platform

2000

2005

Several dozens
of startup are
founded

2010

2015

2019

2020

1999

2003

2007

July 2014

Sep 2015

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

D-wave is
founded

DARPA launches
the first quantum
network

Swiss
government
protects voting
systems with
quantum key
distribution

IBM invests
$3 B in research
initiative
that includes
quantum
computing

Intel invests $50
M in QuTech
Delft to develop a
quantum
computer

MuQuans
develops first
commercial
Quantum 2.0
sensor, a gravity
sensor

DowDuPont announcing
co-development with 1
qubit

IBM launches
online platform
IBM Q
Experience via
the cloud

Google
announcing
achievement of
Supremacy

Microsoft
announces
Quantum cloud
service “Azure
Quantum” in
cooperation with
Honeywell, IonQ
and QCI

Amazon
announces
Quantum cloud
service “Amazon
Braket” in based
on HW from DWave, IonQ and
Rigetti

Source: Expert interviews, press search

IBM and Google start to
incubate and consolidate
the start-up ecosystems
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

B

General consensus on increased relevance, market outlook and investments for Quantum; advise to NL to step up/partner/collaborate
2015

2020

Scientists

Quantum start-ups/VC

Policymakers

(Dutch) corporation

International tech player

Institutions

* = applicable for quantum sensing only ** = applicable for quantum computing only *** = applicable for quantum communications only

Applications

Perceived
relevance of
quantum
applications

Not relevant

Market
Outlook

May be of some relevance in
next 10 years

Expected
scale
of quantum
computers

**

Current level
of strategic
importance &
investments
in QT

***

Could become very important
within the next 10 years
*

Is already
important today

**

Niche market

Part of
data centers

**

Not now
maybe later

Position
Netherlands

** **

*

**

<10 computers

Investments

*
*/**

**

Advise for
the
Netherlands

*

Scouting/
reconnaissance

**

General
purpose

**

No opinion

Abort

Large part of R&D
spend
*

Seek out
European
collaboration

Netherlands can play part in
field, as long as we work
together with strong internal
partners

Note: Not all interviewees responded to (all) quantitative questions, while some differentiated their opinion by CAT.

• General consensus on relevance of Quantum,
while, esp. for quantum computing timeline
could be beyond 10 years
• Compared to 2015, increased relevance of
Quantum applications within next 10 years,
esp. for quantum sensing
• Clear shift on expected scale of quantum
computing from being a niche market towards
part of data centers

**

Initial seed
investments

Over years, perceived relevance, market outlook
(esp. for quantum computing) and investments for
Quantum have increased, while The Netherlands
widely suggested to embed itself in partnerships /
collaborations / step up within Europe:

**
**

Netherlands has
what it takes to
play significant
role

• Quantum providers have increased their
investments relatively to 2015; still, levels of
investment are relatively limited

• Increased belief that The Netherlands can play
an important role in Quantum compared to
2015, yet need to partner / seek collaborations / set up within Europe
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

C

Commercial quantum computing / annealing available (with limited
capabilities) for experimental use

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Hardware
sales

• D-Wave offers their 2000Q adiabatic quantum annealers commercially
• Adiabatic technology can be applied for specific optimization problems
• Multiple players offer access to quantum computers through their cloud services,
mostly for research purposes

Quantum
cloud
providers

• Not all of them own the actual hardware e.g., AWS uses hardware of D-Wave, Rigetti
and IonQ

• Multiple players working on developing their own quantum software development tools
and programming languages

• Quantum software players often offer addtl. consulting services
Software /
service
companies

• CQC offers a compiler and services for chemistry and machine learning
• Zapata offers their operating environment and also use case assessment and quantum
capability building
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

D

Several players offer commercial Quantum Key Distribution systems, and
telecom providers, banks and governments have started to invest

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Early users / investors
Swiss ID Quantique is one of the leading
QKD companies, also offers classical data
encryptors. Its QKD systems can transmit
up to 50km without needing a repeater

USA based MagiQ started by selling QKD
systems, but has since branched out
offering quantum optic solutions such as RF
interference cancellation and energy
exploration surveillance

Multiple swiss banks /
asset managers

Japanese Toshiba offers a QKD system
claiming it can transmit over on fiber links
over 100km long, with a key transmit bitrate
of
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN QUANTUM TO DATE

E

Quantum sensing: few players offer stand-alone Quantum 2.0 sensors;
while most are still developing the underlying technology

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

France based muQuans offers multiple unique commercial
quantum sensors that are available nowhere else, such as a
quantum gravity meter or atomic clock based on laser cooled
atoms

German Bosch works on several quantum electromagnetic
sensors based on different techniques like NV-diamond or
hybrid sensors – although no commercialized products yet

ID Quantique also offers products related to quantum sensing,
like single-photon counters and timing devices - likely due to
synergies with quantum communications
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040
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Benefits of investment
for The Netherlands

Quantum providers in the value chain provide products / services to Quantum users across industries for their use cases

B

The “Quantum market” consists of investments into value chain, proceeds, and investments into
applied research

C

Today’s 2020 market is still driven by investments into the value chain and pockets of applied research. Market
development highly uncertain since both technology and application development are still immature. Next ~10 years
likely coined by “NISQ” era in which investments mostly made by governments, VCs, and corporate R&D.

D

Quantum computing has highest impact opportunities (8-80 bnEUR, 2040), yet foundational breakthroughs still needed,
thus, it carries highest uncertainty among CATs; for example, there is not yet a clearly winning qubit concept; large-scale
applications beyond 15-20 years
Quantum communications’ potential estimated to reach 1-6 bnEUR, subject to safety of post quantum cryptography and
adoption of QKD; expected in 5-10 years, likely as first CAT to experience broader adoption. Quantum internet may
become relevant towards 2035 / 2040.
Identification of applications for quantum sensing 2.0 underway and focused applications expected in next decade (1.0
already matured), driving quantum sensing market of 1-5 bnEUR by 2040
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

A

Quantum providers in the value chain provide products / services to
Quantum users across industries for their use cases
Concept and dynamics of market
Quantum provider value chain
Foundational research

Companies that provide Quantum products / services to be
purchased by Quantum users
Exemplary value chain of quantum computing :
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment / components providers
Hardware manufacturers
Systems software developers
Application software /services providers
Cloud services providers

Institutions or research groups that conduct foundational research on
Quantum, which may be used in Quantum products / services of
players in the value chain, and invest in innovation to create value
potential in the Dutch supply chain

Source: Expert interviews

Quantum users
Applied research

Companies / institutions that use Quantum products
or services to generate value inside and beyond
corporate boundaries, e.g.:
• Banks using quantum computing to optimize
portfolio management costs
• Pharma companies using quantum simulation to
rapidly develop new protein based therapeutics
• Oil & Gas players using quantum gravity sensors for
more efficient seismic surveying
Research by Quantum users or research groups on how to drive
value by applying Quantum
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

B

The “Quantum market” consists of investments into value chain, proceeds,
and investments into applied research
Definition of the Quantum market

x

2 Proceeds to Quantum
providers
Quantum users buying
products / services from
Quantum providers
Quantum provider value chain
(providing Quantum products / services to users)

Quantum users
(generating value through use cases
leading to productivity increase)

Foundational research

1 Investments into value chain
Funding from governments, VCs and corporations to
value chain1 of Quantum providers - supporting
foundational research or creation of new products /
services
1.
2.

Element included in sizing of
Quantum market potential

Applied research

3

Investments into applied research
Investments from governments, VCs
and corporations into applied Quantum,
e.g., through share of corporate R&D2

That is not accounted for as revenue for Quantum products / services
Excluding share of R&D spend that is external i.e., flows into the Quantum provider value chain

Source: Expert interviews
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

C

Today’s 2020 market is still driven by in investments into the value chain
and pockets of applied research
Description of market

Quantum
computing

• First corporate commercialization for small-scale testing rather than large-scale applications in
commercial market

• No winning qubit concept yet - significant efforts to develop within all qubit types, with debates on
proves of quantum advantage

• First commercial offerings of QKD with initial players experimenting today
Quantum
communication

• QKD likely sees wider adoption in next decade, esp. driven through telecommunications, finance /
banking and defense, due to strategic advantages over post quantum cryptography – further driven by
advances in Quantum computing

• Quantum 1.0 sensors have matured (e.g., MW atomic clocks, SQUIDs)

Quantum sensing

• First quantum 2.0 sensor products developed by companies (µQuans, Bosch); focused applications
expected in next decade
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

C

Market development highly uncertain to date since both technology and
application development are still immature
Early stage: Incubation
(1980 - 2020)

Midterm market development
(2020-2030)

Full value creation
(2030 onwards)
?
?
?
?

1
•
Quantum
computing

•
•

Quantum
communications

•

•
Quantum
sensing

•

2

Fundamental R&D with proof of concept
quantum computers
Mostly academic activities and 1st R&D
commercialization

•

No strong need yet for quantum safe
comms. due to limited availability of QC
First commercial offerings of QKD1 – first
players adopt to experiment
Quantum sensors 1.0 matured (MW clocks
and SQUIDs)
Development started on quantum sen-sors
2.0 e.g., gravity sensors, NV sensors

NISQ era2: commercialization wherever
few-qubit QC can bring early value
Investments by corporate R&D (first
business dev.), VCs and governments

3
•
•
•

Potentially larger scale QC available
Quantum advantage proven for multiple problems,
which are fully commercialized
Upscale and rollout to serve late adopters

•

Need for QComms increases, companies
•
look for solution into QKD and PQC3 with
full parallel development in both
technologies (incl. cracking them)
•

PQC either keeps proving resistant vs. cracking
w. QC, or proves less resistant – greatly
affecting addtl. need for QKD
Quantum Internet applications may start to emerge

•

Some sensor types succeed in footprint
reduction, allowing potential adoption
First companies start using quantum
sensors 2.0

•

•

1: Quantum Key Distribution | 2. Noisy intermediate-scale quantum computers | 3: Post quantum cryptography

•

New ways of using quantum sensors emerge,
driven by further reduction of footprint of sensors
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

Quantum computing likely drives largest share of Quantum market potential
– with high range of uncertainty
Proceeds to Quantum providers

Investments into value chain

Quantum computing, base scenario
Market
potential by
value stream
bnEUR5

x

Range across low-base-high scenario,; details see next slides

Quantum communications, base scenario

Quantum sensing, base scenario

8-78

25
18
12
4

5
1

2

2025
What you
need to
believe

Investments into applied research

5

3
30

13
1-6

8

7
4

7
4

1

35

2040

2025

• QC1 spend substitutes HPC2 spend to limited
extent, upside potential driven by QC opening
new possibilities
• QC profit from HPC market growth driven by
AI applications

1

1
30

3

2

2

1

1
35

2
1

1

2040

• QC assumed as partial substitute / expansion of
HPC market
• Software / services players in value chain
assumed to get larger if adoption increases,
further increasing market potential

1
2025

2

2
1

1
30

2
1

1
35

1

1

2040

• PQC3 proves valuable for most users but risk
of cracking remains possible theoretically

• Some quantum sensors become smaller and
increasingly implemented in further products

• Many large corporates use QKD4
but only for their most critical connections
between central points in their network

• Commercial applications requiring ultra
high precision is limited, approx. 1 scaling
use case per main category of sensing (see
below)

• QKD assumed as most likely commercial use
case in next 20 years

• Market potential determined by sizing possible
use cases in 4 categories: NV sensors, optical
atomic clocks, gravity sensors, and photonic
entanglement sensors – excl. “Quantum 1.0”
sensors like MW atomic clocks / SQUIDs
• VC / corporate investment partially shifts to
quantum computing / communications once
they significantly outgrow sensing

• QC will remain niche in HPC market and not
substantially grow the HPC market
Overall
assumptions

1-5

• Quantum communications captures share of
spend on network cybersecurity hardware as
QKD likely main use case
• Full scale Quantum internet may become
relevant towards 2035 / 2040 (i.e., not included
in estimations)

1: Quantum computing | 2: High performance computing | 3: Post quantum cryptography | 4: Quantum Key Distribution | 5: Totals might differ due to rounding effects
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

Quantum computing has the highest market potential (up to ~80bnEUR) yet
uncertainty is high
Quantum computing market potential
Proceeds to Quantum providers

Scenario 1 – Low case

Scenario 2 – Base case

Investments into value chain

Scenario 3 – High case

Market
potential by
value stream
bnEUR1

What you
need to
believe

78
49

2

4

2025

30

6

35

8

2040

• QC remains niche as benefit only proven for
small amount of problems
• QC HW + algorithm development faces more
challenges than currently expected
• HPC market growth will slow down as cloud
based parallel computing will gain share

Overall
assumptions

Investments into applied research

5

2025

12
4
3

5

30

8
4

4

11

12

13
7

35

28

25

18

7

2040

• QC spend substitutes HPC spend to limited
extent, upside potential driven by QC opening
new possibilities
• QC profit from HPC market growth driven by
AI applications
• QC will remain niche in HPC market and not
substantially grow the HPC market

3

5

2025

7

10

30

47

24
10

18
13

35

2040

15

• QC opens new possibilities to solve
problems (i.e., that HPC was not used for),
inducing addtl. market growth and high
market share
• QC usage costs decreases greatly while
performance increases strongly

• Quantum computing assumed as partial substitute or possible expansion of high performance computing (HPC) market

• Software / services players in value chain assumed to get larger if adoption increases, further increasing market potential

1: Totals might differ due to rounding effects
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

Quantum communications’ potential exp. to reach 1-6 bnEUR, subject to
safety of post quantum cryptography and adoption of QKD
Quantum communications market potential
Proceeds to Quantum providers

Scenario 1 – Low case

Scenario 2 – Base case

6
4

3
2
<0.5

2025

Overall
assumptions

Investments into applied research

Scenario 3 – High case

Market
potential by
value stream
bnEUR3

What you
need to
believe

Investments into value chain

1

30

1

35

2

1
1

2040

2025

1

1

30

1
1

1
2040

1

1

1

35

2

2

2

1

1

2025

30

4

1

1
1

35

2040

1

• PQC1 able to protect all communication
sufficiently at lower cost than QKD

• PQC proves valuable for most users but risk
of cracking remains possible theoretically

• PQC faces many roadblocks for
implementation

• Only few players require long-term security
of QKD2 and implement it in small parts of their
systems

• Many large corporates use QKD
but only for their most critical connections
between central points in their network

• Race to crack PQC intensifies due to fast
progress developing quantum computers
• Most corporates / institutions use QKD in
most servers’ connections

• Network security (e.g., due to Quantum Key Distribution) assumed as most likely commercial use case in next 20 years

• Quantum communications captures share of spend on network cybersecurity hardware as QKD likely main use case
• Quantum internet may become relevant towards 2035 / 2040 (i.e., not included in estimations)

1. Post-quantum cryptography | 2. Quantum Key Distribution | 3. Totals might differ due to rounding effects
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

Commercialization of quantum sensing use cases already existing today
drives quantum sensing market of 1-5 bnEUR by 2040
Quantum sensing market potential
Proceeds to Quantum providers

Scenario 1 – Low case

Investments into value chain

Scenario 2 – Base case

Scenario 3 – High case

Market
potential by
value stream
bnEUR1

3

2025

Overall
assumptions

5

5

3

3

2

2

1

1

1
1

30

35

2040

4

1

What you
need to
believe

Investments into applied research

1

1

1

1

2
1

2

2

1

1

1
30

35

2040

• Quantum sensors remain costly
with a large footprint
• Only ~2 use cases scale well with most
applications focused on scientific use

2025

30

1
35

1
2040

• Some quantum sensors become smaller
and increasingly implemented in further
products
• Commercial applications requiring ultra
high precision is limited, approx. 1 scaling
use case per main category of sensing (see
below)

1
1
1
2025

2

• Quantum sensors successfully reduce their
footprint and costs
• Many new applications for ultra high
fidelity sensors arise, and sensors are
used in many products, with ~3 use cases
per main category of sensing

• Market potential determined by sizing possible use cases in 4 categories: NV sensors, optical atomic clocks, gravity sensors, and photonic entanglement
sensors – excl. “Quantum 1.0” sensors like MW atomic clocks / SQUIDs
• VC / corporate investment partially shifts to quantum computing / communications once they significantly outgrow sensing

1: Totals might differ due to rounding effects
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

Timelines for Quantum CATs differ with quantum computing expected to
carry highest uncertainty, yet also highest impact opportunities

Aspirations across 3 CATs differ:
• Quantum computing (QC)
— QC coined by fundamental R&D + academic activities with initial cloud commercialisations for HW access to date
— Developments of QC with highest uncertainty due to need for critical tech breakthroughs, yet also highest impact
opportunities (i.e., QC contributing highest share to estimated Quantum market potential >75 %)
• Quantum communications (QComms) (deep dive on next slide)
— First commercial offerings of QKD with initial players adopting to experiment today; in future, QComms expected to become
increasingly relevant once the need for quantum safe communications emerges widely, enabled through availability of QC
— QKD likely sees wider adoption in next decade, esp. driven through telecommunications, finance / banking and defense, due
to strategic advantages over post quantum cryptography, incl. resistance against quantum computers in long run
— Quantum internet may become relevant towards 2035 / 2040
• Quantum sensing (QS)
— Current state of technology reflects traditional “QS 1.0”, while “QS 2.0 1” may still take another 5-10 years: some QS 2.0
products already available; yet to unfold full potential of QS, need for significant footprint reduction, and identification of largescale use cases for specific, highly sensitive sensors
— While QS likely the low hanging fruit across the 3CATs, rather focused applications are expected relative to other CATs
1.

Sensors that actively create, manipulate or read out quantum states of matter, often using quantum effects of superposition and entanglement
which stands in contrast to quantum sensing 1.0 devices such microwave atomic clocks and SQUIDs that already exist since decades

Source: Expert interviews, UK Defense Science and Technology Laboratory report
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QUANTUM MARKET OUTLOOK 2040

D

QKD is likely to see some adoption in the next 5-10 years, due to long-term
advantages over post quantum cryptography
Current status

Potential implications

• Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is probably secure against quantum
and classical computing attacks

• QKD is perceived as more secure in
long-term since PQC algorithms
might unexpectedly be cracked

• QKD is already feasible on commercial lines, using existing (by
wavelength multiplexing), or dedicated fiber lines. Distances of less than
QKD
100km are possible, for longer distances “trusted” repeaters are needed.
• Some banks and telecom providers are already investigating QKD to
see how they might leverage the technology
• Several Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC) algorithms exist 1, although it
is currently uncertain whether PQC is and will remain safe against
Quantum attacks – safety against classical attack is also not extensively
tested yet
PQC

• QKD might be more suited for large
throughput connections
• QKD may be safe against quantum
and classical computing attacks, yet
attackers could still eavesdrop if
they get physical access to the
“trusted” repeaters on the network,
until quantum repeaters are invented.

• Some web services providers (e.g., AWS) already offer PQC to its users
• PQC currently reduces effective data throughput by requiring large
keys for encoding of data data unlike QKD, making it potentially less
suited for high throughput connections

1.

For example Bit Flipping Key Encapsulation (BIKE) or Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation (SIKE)

Source: Expert interviews, press search
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Benefits of investment
for The Netherlands

A

Research output: NL in top 5 in terms of Quantum publications and citations, while almost no Dutch / European IP

B

Connectedness: NL’s research centrality and openness set them apart globally: Delft University of Technology among
top 5 most connected organizations publishing on Quantum globally

C

Talent: NL ranks 2 on unique first authors publishing on Quantum and is among top 10 on concentration of graduates
from master studies relevant to Quantum

D

Funding: VC investments in NL practically absent; tech players (e.g., Microsoft, Intel) largely fund Dutch ecosystem

E

Ecosystem: NL has 10 research institutes working on Quantum; start-up scene still emerging with 6 quantum start-ups
identified
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THE NETHERLANDS’ RELATIVE POSITION IN QUANTUM

A

NL among top 5 scientific players: rank 3 behind US, China on publi-cations
and rank 4 on citations; strengthened position in last 3 years

Rank by #-of top tier

3y change
in %

publications1

Rank by #-of

citations1 in

3y change
in %

top tier journals

48%

1

Harvard Univ

5.675

11%

40%

2

MIT

5.623

11%

51%

3

Univ Sci & Technol China

5.454

17%

51%

4

Delft Univ Technology

45%

5

Univ Calif Santa Barbara

3.508

24%

89

46%

6

Univ Maryland

3.473

21%

87

43%

7

California Inst. Technology

3.401

13%

79

46%

8

Univ Copenhagen

3.302

10%

Univ Oxford

78

46%

9

ETH Zürich

10

National Univ Singapore

76

55%

10

Stanford Univ

2.579

8%

11

California Inst. Technology

75

47%

11

Univ Waterloo

2.542

13%

12

Univ Waterloo

74

45%

12

Princeton Univ

2.483

29%

13

Tsinghua Univ

71

49%

13

Univ Tokyo

2.403

26%

14

Univ Tokyo

69

51%

14

Univ California Berkeley

2.371

16%

15

Sorbonne Univ

50%

15

Univ Oxford

2.249

14%

1

Univ Sci & Technol China

2

MIT

3

Delft Univ Technology

4

ETH Zürich

5

Univ Maryland

6

Harvard Univ

7

Univ Copenhagen

8

Univ California Berkeley

9

1.

147
129
112
103
98

64

4.711

2.927

27%

26%

Based on Quantum key words in selected journals, 2015-2020(March): Acs Nano, Advanced Materials, Nano Letters, Nature, Nature chemistry, Nature Communications, Nature Materials, Nature Nanotechnology, Nature
Photonics, Nature Physics, Reviews of Modern Physics, Science, Physical Review Letters, Quantum, Physical Review X.

Source: Publication search
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A

Quantum patent filing is globally increasing rapidly, yet, Europe’s
contribution is limited
Research output

Quantum patent families by filing year1 globally2
Quantum computing

Quantum communications

Active Quantum patents by HQ country

Quantum sensing

China

1,192

1,209
United States

680

Japan

594

305

EPO

115

Canada

102

323

1.
2.
3.

49

66

81

76

101

2010

11

12

13

14

Universities
Information Technology

155

South Korea

91

84

Startup
Telecomm
High tech /Electronics

15

16

17

18

2019

United Kingdom

78

A&D / Government
Other3

2018 & 2019 are made up of partial data with a forecast to complement.
Country of jurisdiction - country where the patent has been filed and requested its protection.
Other includes industries such as Utility, Industrial Conglomerates, Diversified Services, Research and Consulting, etc.

Source: Patent search
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D

The Netherlands' centrality and openness set them apart: Delft University of
Technology among top 5 global Quantum catalysts
Connectedness
Size of the node1 represents
extent of betweenness centrality2

Zhejiang Univ.

Univ. Hong Kong

Univ. Chinese
Academy of Sciences

Univ.
California,
Berkeley

National Institute of
Standards and Technology

National Univ.
Singapore

Princeton
Univ.

Nanyang
Technology Univ.

Sorbonne
Univ.

Chinese
Academy of
Sciences

Harvard
University

California Institute
of technology
MIT

Purdue Univ.

Europe, excl. NL
Australia

Austrian Academy of Science

Utrecht Univ.

Netherlands

Univ. Copenhagen
National de la
Recherche
Scientifique

Univ. Melbourne

Paris-Saclay

Helmholtz
Association

Istituto Nazionale Di
Fisica Nucleare

Univ. Groningen

Univ. Innsbruck

Polish Academy of Science

Stanford Univ.
Univ. California,
Santa Barbara

Univ. Calgary

Univ. Amsterdam

Max Planck
Society

Russian Academy
of Science

Univ. Maryland
Univ. Chicago

Asia

Yale Univ.
Univ. Oxford
Univ. Sydney

Delft Univ.
Technology

United States
Dept. Energy

Radboud Univ. Nijmegen

Univ. Cambridge

Univ. London
Univ. Science and
Technology of China
Tsinghua Univ.

Riken

Northern America

Univ. Tokyo

National Research
Council, Italy

Univ. Bristol

Imperial College London

Width of the connector represents
number of co-authorships

Univ. Michigan

Shanghai Jiao
Tong Univ.

Huazhong Univ.
Science and Technology

Southeast Univ.

Univ. Twente

Nanjing Univ.

Peking Univ.

Eindhoven Univ. Technology
ETH Zurich
Kyoto Univ.

Univ. Basel

Univ. Waterloo.
Univ. Queensland

Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology
Islamic Academy
of Science

Erlangen-Nuremberg

Leiden Univ.
Ruhr Univ. Bochum

Technical Univ. Munich

Sandia National
Laboratories
Univ. Stuttgart

1.

Node represents an organization of authors publishing on Quantum technologies. | 2. Betweenness centrality is defined as the number of times a university lies on the shortest path between
two other universities. | 3. Includes University of Amsterdam and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam | 4. Includes organization names starting with “Max Planck”, e.g. Max Planck Institutes

Source: Publication search
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C

The Netherlands ranks 2 on unique first authors publishing on Quan-tum
and is among top 10 on concentration of Quantum-relevant talent
Talent

Rank by #-of unique first

authors1

1

Univ Sci & Technol China

2

Delft Univ Technol

3

MIT

4

Harvard Univ

5

Univ Maryland

6

Rank by #-of graduates of Quantum-relevant studies2 / mn
inhabitants

publishing on Quantum

Absolute #-of
graduates

1

Denmark

2

France

3

United Kingdom

4

Germany

35

5

Australia

280

7,075

Univ Calif Berkeley

35

6

Switzerland

280

2,406

7

Univ Copenhagen

35

7

Netherlands

263

4,539

8

California Inst. Tech

32

8

Poland

249

9,427

9

Stanford Univ

31

9

United States

242

79,794

10

Yale Univ

29

10

India

11

Tsinghua Univ

29

11

Italy

12

Univ Oxford

29

12

Spain

158

7,364

13

Princeton Univ

28

13

China

157

218,981

14

Univ Waterloo

28

14

Russia

15

ETH

15

Korea

1.
2.

71
64
55
37

26

645
438
392
356

217
175

137
116

3,753
29,433

26,236
29,491

296,601
10,540

19,787
5,988

Based on Quantum key words in selected journals, 2015-2020 (March): Acs Nano, Advanced Materials, Nano Letters, Nature, Nature chemistry, Nature Communications, Nature Materials, Nature Nanotechnology, Nature
Photonics, Nature Physics, Reviews of Modern Physics, Science, Physical Review Letters, Quantum, Physical Review X.
Enrolled students of Master’s or equivalent level in 2017, in Physical Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, Information and Communication Technology, and Biological and related sciences.

Source: Publication search
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D

VC investments in NL practically absent; tech players (e.g., Microsoft, Intel)
largely fund Dutch ecosystem
Top 15 VC funded countries, 1997-2020

$

3 bnUSD globally

Total VC funding in mnUSD

#

Little VC funding
received

number of deals

Much VC funding
received

Canada
683

71

Russia

5

Additional
investments from
corporates1:
26 mnEUR in 2020

103 mnUSD,
Europe

Japan
84

3

United States
1,853

United Kingdom
149

249

1

India
11

Israel
23

4

9
Austria

Switzerland

1.

20

Finland

13

14

2

6

70

Germany

19

12

China

Netherlands
0.18

2

12

35

France
18

Australia
5

21

7

29

Based on private contributions from Microsoft, Intel, KPN, Shell, Bosch, ABN-AMRO, QandCo, Qblox, and Delft Circuits. Source: QuTech.

Source: Pitchbook Data, Inc.; Note: only top 15 VC funded countries selected
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E

NL have 10 research institutes working on quantum; start-up scene still
emerging with 6 quantum start-ups identified
Ecosystem

#-of research institutes

#-of startups
38

United States
36

Germany
27

United Kingdom

China

France

14

France

Japan

14

Japan

12

Switzerland

11

Spain

10

Netherlands
9

Australia

23

United Kingdom

14

13

8

Germany

China

Austria

40

United States

4
6

7
2

Austria

3

Switzerland

5

Spain

6

Netherlands
3

Australia

Canada

7

Canada

Finland

7

Finland

1

Italy

7

Italy

1

Source: Web search; Quantum Computing Report

On April 20th, QuTech is launching
Orange Quantum, a startup that will
provide system integration of quantum
computing setups as a first service.
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Contents

1
A

Achievements in
Quantum to date

2

Quantum market
outlook 2040

3

The Netherlands’ relative
position in Quantum

4

Proposed setup
of investment

5

Benefits of investment
for The Netherlands

Timing & duration of investment:

The proposed investment can be regarded as a strategic investment for a continued leading position in a frontier
technology at this critical stage in the development of Quantum, potentially comparable to AI one to two decades ago.
Identification of applications and capability building should already be sought for today, while the timeline of most
applications is still uncertain, .

B

Allocation and magnitude of investment:
Size of investment aligned to exemplary countries’ investments; yet NL with some head-start due to early initial invest in
QuTech (e.g., UK 270 mnGBP over 5 years; CA 1 bnCAD over 10 years).

Interviewed stakeholders indicate the need for an investment in the ecosystem beyond fundamental research into applied
research and applications.
This is reflected in the proposed investment which is split equally between research budgets (foundational and applied
research), lasting research infrastructure and valorization + ecosystem development.
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A

Quantum is at a critical stage of its development, comparable to AI a decade
ago when measured by VC deals
Comparison of VC deals for Quantum vs AI, mnUSD
Technology
Quantum

Quantum

AI

Source: Pitchbook

Number of deals
AI

100 deals

Total volume of deals
Size of bubble

2009

2014

2019

128

168

584

500

3,600

•

Quantum as technology
far more complex than AI,
yet pure comparison of
deal volume and number of
deals suggest Quantum
funding may compare to
AI’s one ~10 years ago

•

Number of Quantum
deals currently at par with
AI’s deal numbers around
2009

•

Total deal volume of
Quantum already above
par to AI’s 10 years ago
with VC funding for AI
having exploded after 2018

31,900
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A

All scenarios on the Quantum market outlook suggest getting into the race
now, given that it may equal AI’s market in next 2 decades
Comparison of proceeds for Quantum vs AI, bnEUR
Proceeds to Quantum providers

Proceeds to value chain
bnEUR

Artificial Intelligence proceeds to providers 2015-2019

AI market at least 14 years ahead of Quantum market and speed of
market development not directly applicable to Quantum due to key
difference btw. technologies:
While AI being purely SW can be mostly embedded in current
corporate infrastructure, Quantum requires completely new platform

60

55
50
45

AI market size in 2019
35

40
35
30
25

Base scenario across CATs 17

20
15
10

AI market size in 2015
5

5
2025

26

27

28

29

30

31

Source: IDC, press search | Note: Comparison of proceeds-only as most AI market estimates only account for sales.

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

2040
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D

Experts suggest starting to invest, expect most significant value beyond
2030
Key themes we heard in the interviews from you

1

Now is the right time to build upon strong start.

Entering Quantum game now through an investment supported by
Dutch ecosystem, yet significant commercial value from Quantum
within next 10 years1 not expected

2

Sustainable flow of investments for Quantum with objectives beyond 7
years required in order to unfold the potential of Quantum in The
Netherlands

3

Initial value pools already materialized in components / HW part of
Quantum value chain, while valorization of applications not expected
short-term

4

Positive market signals or regulations awaited before potential
Quantum users start exploring Quantum applications more deeply

If I were the Dutch government, this is a critical moment
to invest.
Can we find useful applications in next 10 years? This is
completely unknown to date.
Quantum computing is nothing more than speculation at
this point in time.
It needs sustainable funding, w/o demanding for an
immediate ROI.
If you promise to much currently, then it’s easy to become
disappointed at end. The program needs goals beyond 7
years
Quantum computing has no end user and application yet;
so it’s hard to get funding!
Quantum sensing has direct value proposition for enduser, this is completely different to quantum computing
where everything is speculative.

1.

Large scale value for quantum computing and communications not expected to unfold within next 10 years, while some value created through quantum
sensing already now.
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B

Size of investment aligned to exemplary countries’ investments; yet NL with
some head-start due to early initial invest in QuTech
Exemplary funding per region
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Singapore
Invested over
195 mnSGD
into quantum
technologies
over 10 years

Canada
Invested over
1 bnCAD in
R&D of
Quantum over
10 years

2007

Japan

Announced by six
parties to invest
135 mnEUR in
QuTech over the
next 10 years

2010

2010

1.

Netherlands

Launches the Q-LEAP
initiative with
investments of
200 mnUSD over the
next 10 years

2015
2013

Germany
Announces to invest
650 mnEUR in
quantum computing
over the next 2 years

Netherlands

Adopts the National
Quantum Initiative
Act, investing over
1.2 bnUSD over the
next 5 years

Announces to spend
23.5 mnEUR for the
execution NAQT
over the next
5 years1

2018

2018

2017

United States

2018

2018

2018

2018

2020

2019

Switzerland

United Kingdom

China

EU

Singapore

United Kingdom

France

Invests over 38 mnCHF
between 2010 and 2017
on the National Centre of
Competence in Research
for Quantum Science and
Technology

Announces to invest
over 270 mnGBP in the
National Quantum
Technologies
Programme over the
next 5 years

Pledges to invest
over 10 bnUSD to
build the world’s
biggest quantum
research center
near Hefei

Announces to
invest 1
bnEUR for the
Quantum
Technologies
Flagship

Announces to
launch a 18
mnUSD fund
to previous
investments

Announces to
expand its spending
in quantum hubs
and adds more
than 315 mnGBP to
previous
investments

Calls for an
investment of 1.4
bnEUR over 5
years including
EU support

Additional EU contribution from EU Flagship, ERC to NL of 14.2 mnEUR in 2020. Source: QuTech.

Source: NAQT; Quantum Technology Discussion Paper; Rijksoverheid NL, Quantum Computing Report
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B

Proposed budget indicates roughly equal split btw. research budgets,
research infrastructure and valorization + ecosystem development
Overall

Quantum computing

Proposed budget by category1, mnEUR
Develop
scientific
foundation

Research budgets incl.
applied research

Research infrastructure

Educate / attract
new talent

32%

201

473

227

45

Attract
investments for
providers

Fund / guide startups

Stimulate
investments by
users

Stimulate companies
to use Quantum

60

Total

630

1.
2.

98

Quantum communications

Quantum sensing

x

Subtotal, mnEUR

x

Share of total

Main elements of NAQT proposal

Link to NL position

Thematic open calls for research funding
Budgets for specific elements of the 3 CATs

NL top 3 in Quantum
publications / top 5
citations: >3,000
publications to date

Campus/research buildings2
Cleanroom network
Fiber network lease and operating costs

TU Delft among 5 most
connected globally in field
of Quantum

7%

Develop new Master, Bachelor, MBO and HBO programs
Top up salaries of key researchers
Offer sabbatical to top talent (similar to IAS in Princeton)

TU Delft ranks 2nd worldwide in unique 1st authors,
rank #7 re graduates

15%

VC fund to fund pre-seed/seed/growth companies
Program to guide startups / SMEs (e.g. incubator)
Technology Transfer Office to valorize research

NL only 6 out of >130
startups and almost no VC
funding (0.2 mnUSD out of
> 3bn USD)

10%

Campus/research buildings2
Create test network for companies incl. support services
National living lab

Corporates invest 26
mnEUR in NL, mostly
from foreign corporates

36%

~1/3 of budget focused valorization +
ecosystem development, triggering
direct societal and economic impact

Proposed budget allocation (~1/3) likely to
strengthen NL’s relative position by attracting
startups, VCs and corporates to the ecosystem

Based on latest information received by 5th of April
Assumed split 50-50 between “Research infrastructure” and “Stimulate investments by users”

Source: NAQT proposal, NanoNextNL end-terms report
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Balanced investment into foundational + applied research with focus on
lasting assets may strengthen position of NL beyond 7 year horizon
Key themes we heard in the interviews from you

1

Overall excitement about investment among interviewed experts; yet
investment perceived as limited and thus, should be spend wisely such
that NL can compete along full Quantum value chain long-term

2

Investing into lasting foundations for Quantum required (e.g., talent,
infrastructure) due to lack of immediate availability of high-profile talent and
projects while time horizon of investment short

3

Balanced investments between foundational research and applied
research suggested as in long-term value may increasingly shift towards
applications in long-term

4

Long-term development of talent critical as availability of high-profile
talent seen as key impediment for Quantum to scale in future beyond tech.
challenges

It’s important to invest but to be very open that money is
well spend
Bigger countries invest billions, we only 700 mn EUR: We
need to invest where can we make differences
The investments need to be focused; where NL can make
a difference because the investment not very large
comparatively
You need time to grow; you cannot spend reasonably that
amount of money immediately
The NL are very strong in the in academic foundation but
the business side is uncertain
Scientifically we are at the top of the world, however
valorization remains an issue
The applied research is very immature and only
conducted at academic level
Try to create an ecosystem and then a positively
reinforcing cycle: Money should not just go to research
Very well positioned to explore from SW side but do we
do that? I doubt
We need to develop talents, and keep them here. If you
want to deliver something in 15-20 years you need to
start now
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Contents

1

Achievements in
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The Netherlands’ relative
position in Quantum

4

Proposed setup
of investment

5

Benefits of investment
for The Netherlands

Quantum has the potential of becoming a very relevant technology globally across industries, despite some uncertainties. While most key
applications may take more than a decade to materialize, still we expect a return to investment of ~x8 (5-7 bnEUR) for the Dutch economy in
the mid-term as has been seen for similar investments in frontier technologies.
Quantum is a technology of strategic relevance in terms of economic impact, security and sovereignty (and the Dutch ecosystem alone may be
subscale to protect these interests). The Netherlands is expected to be well positioned to play a strong role in various segments of the
Quantum value chain. The proposed investment could enable The Netherlands to make a pivotal contribution to bringing the European
Quantum ecosystem to the next level:
• US computing players and China Inc. are currently best positioned to become globally leading Quantum providers
• A natural Dutch corporate champion with the ambition to lead Quantum is absent at this moment; yet, there are several players that could
envision a leading position in applications, or have started investing into applications
• Large US companies (Microsoft, Intel) finance research in The Netherlands in return for IP rights

• Potential exciting areas in the long-run are components / equipment, SW algorithms, applications (e.g., secure communications
in banking)
Moreover, the proposed investment would trigger a flywheel that drives the creation of significant value for the Dutch economy. Assuming
The Netherlands can capture a 5-10% share of the global market this implies a Dutch Quantum market of 0.5-1 bnEUR (6-12 thousand direct
and indirect jobs) in 2027 and 1.5-3 bnEUR (~15-30 thousand jobs) in 2040.
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Investing in the Quantum ecosystem of the Netherlands may trigger a flywheel
effect of economic benefits
Monetary flow

Multiplier effects

Development of
scientific foundation
Investments into Quantum
providers (government, VC, …)

Creation of value in economy
through Quantum
Investment
into Quantum

Investments into applied
research (Quantum users,
VCs, …)

Creation of value in economy
through synergies with related
fields (e.g., nanotechnology)

Investments into
applications by Quantum
users
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Macro-economic research suggests an GDP increase of 5-7 bnEUR as result of
a potential Quantum investment of 0.7 bnEUR
Estimated of mid/long-term1 multipliers from research

Estimated long-term effect of investing 0.7 bnEUR
in Quantum

Overal gov’t investment (US)3

Investing 0.7 bnEUR in Quantum could lead to 5-7 bnEUR impact
based on a multiplier of 7-9

Biomed. research (low est., US)4
Gov’t estimate on
“collaborative innovation” (UK)2,5

Non-Military R&D (US)3
Biomed. research (high est., US)4

2
3

•

Public investments that are specifically designed to “crowd in” private
investments reported to have higher returns

•

NAQT proposal may likely classify as “crowding in” type of
investment due to activities such as an incubator and Technology
Transfer Office

8
8
9

Gov’t estimate on
“SMART innovation” grants (UK)5

9

1.
2.

Experts and economic literature expect higher GDP multiplier effects
from government investment into R&D or innovation than from other
government investments

7

Military R&D (US)3

Government Clinical trials (US)4

•

45

Time horizons vary per study, but impacts generally assumed to stabilize after 3-10 years (assuming all-at-once investment)
Innovation into research that has been explicitly designed so that it crowds in private sector investment

Sources: (3) UCL policy report “The macroeconomic impact of government innovation policies” 2019, (4) EU report “Value of Research” 2015, (5) UK government BIS paper no. 4 2014, expert interviews
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Earlier frontier tech investments governments have led to significant
outcomes, with estimated multipliers of more than 10
Research budgets and infrastructure

Project

NAQT

NanoNextNL

Human
Genome
Project

Oncode

1.
2.
3.
4.

Field

Duration

Quantum

2021-2028

Nanotechnology

Genomics

2010-2016

1988-2003

Country

Investment1
mnEUR

NL

630

NL

US

1252

3.500

Investment split
%

68

Multiplier derived of
achieved GDP impact

32

97

n/a

Ecosystem development

3

(Economic) outputs reported other than
GDP impact

n/a

n/a

103

•
•
•
•
•

1,250 articles published
200 PhDs educated
Net influx of researchers generated
24 startups created/guided
127 patents filed

•

Seen as founding investment for the US
genomics industry, worth 67 bnUSD in
2010 and employing 310,000 people
Spillover effects in fields such industrial
biotech., forensics and renewable energy

<1414
•

Fundamental
oncology

2018 - now

NL

222

n/a

Economic outcomes

n/a

After 1 year:
• 326 articles published
• 606 researchers employed
• 33 new inventions disclosed
• 11 new patents filed

Government part of investment only, amounts for unfinished projects show planned amounts
Includes only the amount invested by “Fonds Economisce Structuurversterking (FES)”, total would be 251 mnEUR incl. matching by industry and university - however funding split across categories not materially different
40 mnEUR government subsidy led to more than 400 mnEUR economic value, through attracting 51 mnEUR corporate investments
Since the HGP is foundational to the genomics industry in the US, some researchers claim all economic output can be attributed to it – however in reality the true causal economic benefit is likely lower

Source: NAQT proposal, NanoNextNL end terms report, Battelle report, Oncode annual report 2018
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Exemplary large-scale use cases of quantum computing may strengthen The
Netherlands’ key industries in long-run
Long-term global value addressed for selected quantum computing use cases

HIGHLY INDICATIVE ESTIMATE, NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Sector
Chemicals &
Agriculture

Telecom, Media
& Technology

Pharmaceuticals &
Medical Products

Use case

Enabling energy savings in chemical
catalysis

Optimizing telecom network CAPEX by
QC optimization

Unlocking the full potential of protein
therapeutics

Improving portfolio management

Problem
description

Haber-Bosch synthesis (for catalysis)
requires ca. 1% of global energy
consumption (< 1% of costs, due to
assumed industry energy price)

Telecom providers waste ca. 20% of
yearly network investments of USD
320 bn on building out their networks
not optimally due to wrong planning

Protein therapeutics discovery highly
expensive due to complexity of proteins,
as they can hardly be simulated (need to
apply in vitro and in vivo screening)

Optimizing portfolio for forecasted
markets not fully possible with classical
computers due to complex parameter
space

Where does the
potential come
from?

Near-term NISQ systems to simulate
novel, energy saving catalyst
architectures, including those based on
elements other than iron (standard
since 100 years)

QC optimization takes into account a
multitude of factors for planning
including topology, buildings, fiber link
availability or weather

QC with potential to replace current
methods with in-silico modeling to
create new protein

Improving portfolio yield and reduction
of administration costs through better
risk analytics and forecasting

~ 1-40

~ 1-20

Global value
addressed
(bnEUR, p.a.)

Finance

Product development is drastically
accelerated, as the success rate of
R&D increases, doubling of current
market size expected

~ 10-50

~50-300

Key Dutch players
potentially profiting
from use case

Excludes related industries, and attraction of foreign partnerships or investments

Source: Expert interviews
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Quantum sensing and communications use cases may contribute to NL
industries; but to much lesser extent than quantum computing ones
Long-term global value addressed or selected quantum sensing use cases

HIGHLY INDICATIVE ESTIMATE, NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Sector

Automotive

Oil & Gas

Cross industry

Telecommunications

Quantum category

Quantum sensing : NV electromagnetic
sensors

Quantum sensing : gravity sensors

Quantum sensing: optical atomic
clocks

Quantum communicationsUse case

Use case

Improved electrical car battery quality

More precise seismic surveying

More accurate GPS localization

Quantum safe communication

Problem description

It is currently hard to assess the internal workings of a electric car battery
and as such hard to estimate charge
content and how to improve/recycle them

Currently used survey techniques rely
on the transmission of generated
signals such as EM waves into the
ground, which offers less precision

Atomic clocks on board GPS satellites
drift about 10ns a day which leads to a
GPS position error of 300cm

Post quantum encryption could prove
to be potentially crackable when
quantum computers improve, driving
QKD1 adoption for key connections

Where does the
potential come
from?

More accurate measurement of
battery’s health and charging reliability
increase lifespan of batteries. Electric
car batteries will be more recyclable,
since only faulty parts can be replaced
which increases value of batteries

Gravity sensors offer a step change in
subsurface investigation leads to an
improvement of efficiency and
accuracy. Costs of locating oil and
natural gas can be reduced.

More accurate time measurement
could reduce the error to 30 cm. New
location based services can be
developed, such as precision
agriculture technologies or better
guidance of self-driving cars

Protecting selected high-importance
networks trough QKD is the most likely
use case to materialize in the next 20
years. Value is driven by preventing
strategic/economic losses due to
cybercrime

Global value
addressed
(bnEUR, p.a.)

~1-10

~ 0.1-0.5

~ 0.1-0.3

~ 10-20

Key Dutch players
profiting from use
case
Excludes related industries, and attraction of foreign partnerships or investments

1.

Quantum key distribution

Source: Expert interviews
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NL well positioned for strong role in various segments of value chains – natural
Dutch champion aiming to lead Quantum currently absent
Current Dutch players mapped along Quantum value chains
Quantum computing
Equipment /
components

Systems software
Hardware

Application
software + services

Cloud services

NL is neither home to large international tech players, nor
has natural Dutch Quantum champion aiming to lead
Quantum globally

NL lacks a large player (e.g., Google) that sets direction
such that an ecosystem with startups gets created, and
investments get attracted.
NL has some concentrated larger US companies that
benefit from cheap talent access and research funds, but
they may not stay in Europe long-term.

Quantum communications
Equipment /
components

Hardware

Systems / network
software

Quantum network
operators 1

I see some potential value for us but likely farther in the
future after the technology has matured.

Quantum sensing

Equipment and component
Hardware manufacturing
manufacturing

Several corporate Dutch players could envision a leading
position in applications, or have started investing into
applications; yet, they do not seem to have strong focus on
Quantum currently – they await further advances

Application and services
development

We don’t have an large interest in Quantum right now as we
don’t see value in the foreseeable future.
Although I still think it is good NL invests in Quantum, we
don’t want to be a front runner – it might become relevant in
the future e.g., through regulation.

1.

KPN has participated in research with QuTech but does not seem to be commercializing existing QKD products / services

Source: Web search
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Investors attracted by strong research hubs; thus, building Quantum
ecosystem may ensure sustainable funding and promote player scene
Location of investments 2004-19, mnUSD
Our research labs are
connected to university
campuses with talent. We
need this talent to develop
our technologies.

1 Qbit

35

Oxford, Cambridge, UCL

University of Toronto

D-wave systems
299

University of British
Columbia
University of Waterloo

ID-QTEC

University of Ottawa

15

Silicon Valley

We need to create a
concentration of money and
talent to be at the front-line
through spin-outs.

ID Quantique

75

Without proper funding, we
might see a drain of
knowledge and talent to
countries with strong
investment climates.

Rigetti

190

MIT, Harvard University

Silicon Quantum
computing1

65
1.

Includes unspecified contribution from the Australian government alongside private investors

Source: Pitchbook, Nature
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Proposed investment could enable NL to make a pivotal contribution to
bringing European Quantum ecosystem to the next level
Key themes we heard in the interviews from you

1

2

Research strength on Quantum provides NL with favorable scientific
starting position to lead Quantum efforts
Creation of own IP environment to be considered, although large players
likely not able to exploit partnerships in short-term as strong regional ties of
research communities and labs impede re-location

3

Attraction and retention of talent required to build sustainable scientific
foundation as academic incentives greatly differs from commercial
dynamics, incl. periodic moves to next reputable research hub

4

Actively building player ecosystem encouraged as NL lacks large tech
player or natural Dutch champion aiming to step up as Quantum leader that
fosters ecosystem

5

Jointly leading Quantum with a number of European centers of
excellence to be assessed in early foundations in order contribute to bringing
European Quantum ecosystem to the next level; Dutch ecosystem alone
subscale to protect strategic interests around Quantum

The NL are a very strong academic place,
especially given the size of the country.

I early stage development like this, getting massive
talent is incredibly important so that you can create
the future. For example, the Silicon Valley has lots
of talent, so it can jump on anything that comes up.
Universities cannot maintain people; academics
need to move on every 4 years.
There are no large tech players here; we don't
have a Google or IBM in Europe.

The NL have a few great talents, but we are too
small to win: we have to collaborate inside the EU.
NL can drive this collaboration forward and speed
it up.
There is a lot of power in Europe when it comes to
Quantum; but in NL ,we have to seek
collaborations.
We need an international consortium or
cooperation; Europe is my preferred choice.
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NL’s Quantum market could grow to EUR 0.5-1 bnEUR in 2027 and 1.5-3 bnEUR
in 2040 assuming a NL share of 5-10% of global market
We believe it is reasonable to assume NL to capture a 5-10% share of the global Quantum market. This implies a Dutch
Quantum market of 0.5-1 bnEUR (6-12 thousand direct and indirect jobs) in 2027 and 1.5-3 bnEUR (~15-30 thousand
jobs) in 2040.
•

Our global Quantum Provider market (base scenario) market estimate is ~ 10 bnEUR in 2027 and ~30 bnEUR in 2040

•

We expect the US and China to capture the largest market share (~75%) as they have strongest position; NL is assumed to
take a more than fair share within Europe because of the strong starting position and proposed investment. We assume the
NL to capture 5-10% of the global market. This translates into a Dutch Quantum provider market of ~ 0.5-1 bnEUR in 2027
and ~1.5-3 bnEUR in 2040

•

We assume that 80% of the total Quantum provider market is value added within NL (with the remainder being e.g., imported
raw materials etc.) and eventually converts into labor in the value chain

•

With 100,000 EUR (150,000 EUR in 2040) loaded salary cost per job, this implies 4-8 thousand direct jobs in 2027 and 8-16
thousand direct jobs in 2040 in the Quantum provider value chain

•

The total number of jobs (direct and indirect, i.e., outside of the Quantum ecosystem) would be 6-12 thousand in 2027 and
12-24 thousand in 2040 (assuming a indirect / direct job multiplier of 1.5 1)

1.

We calibrated the job multiplier based on Scotlands' multiplier for computers and electronics lacking reliable NL sources. Source: Input/Output tables Gov. Scotland
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Therefore, investing in the Quantum ecosystem of the NL triggers a flywheel
resulting in potential market of 0.5-1 bnEUR in 2027

Monetary flow

x

Attract top scientific talent to conduct
foundational + applied research through
allocated budget in planned research
infrastructure

Investment into Quantum
(0.7 bnEUR over 7 years)

Dutch Quantum market 2027, bnEUR

Attract funding for Quantum providers in the
value chain through seed funds and incubators, also
from foreign investors

0.5-1

Creation of value in economy
through Quantum

Creation of value in economy
through synergies with related
fields (e.g., nanotechnology)
Attract corporates to conduct applied
research on world-leading infrastructure,
e.g., quantum networks or testbeds

Attract investments into applications by
connecting to Quantum users through valorization +
technical support, and engage them in Quantum
dialogue to gain interest
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D

We calculated the market potential by creating multiple scenarios for
multiple key uncertain variables
Multiple scenarios estimated

Total market
potential of
quantum

Proceeds to Quantum
Computing providers

Estimatedmarket
marketshare
shareofofQuantum
Quantum
Estimated
Predicted
High Performance
Computing
Computing
Computing
market

Estimatedmarket
marketshare
shareofofQuantum
Quantum
Estimated
Estimated
market share
of Quantum
Computing
Computing
Computing

Proceeds to Quantum
Communication
providers

Estimatedmarket
marketshare
shareofofQuantum
Quantum
Estimated
Predicted
network security
part of
Communications
Communications
Cybersecurity
spend

Estimatedmarket
marketshare
shareofofQuantum
Quantum
Estimated
Estimated
market share
of Quantum
Communications
Communications
Communications

Proceeds to Quantum
Sensing providers

Estimated value of
selected use cases

Estimated share of
value paid to Quantum
value chain

multipliertotoaccount
account
multiplier
multiplier
to
account
for
fornot-sized
not-sizedpossible
possible
for
not-sized
possible use
usecases
cases
use
cases

Est. gov’t spend based on other benchmark areas (AI, nanotech) and historicals
Investments into value
chain

Est. VC investments based on other benchmark areas (AI, nanotech) and historicals
Est. corporate R&D based on other benchmark areas (AI, nanotech) and historicals

Investments into applied
research

(same as above)

Split factor between value chain/application investment –
based on R&D spend per industry and classifying industries as
user/provider
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THE NETHERLANDS’ RELATIVE POSITION IN QUANTUM

A

Well-known journals with high impact factor were used to extract
publications and citations
Journal name
Acs Nano
Advanced Materials
Nano Letters
Nature
Nature Chemistry
Nature Communications
Nature Materials
Nature Nanotechnology
Nature Photonics
Nature Physics
Physical Review Letters
Physical Review X
Quantum
Reviews of Modern Physics
Science

1.
2.

Impact Factor taken from Academic Accelerator
2018 impact factor, because journal established in 2017

Impact factor1
13.903
25.809
12.279
43.070
23.193
11.878
38.887
33.407
31.583
20.113
9.227
12.211
8.2702
38.296
41.037
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A

Top 15 Quantum patent holders are mainly based in China and US
Research output - Top 15 patent holders

Quantum computing
Company

Quantum communications
HQ
country

#-of patent
families

96

Quantum sensing

Company

HQ
country

Toshiba

Japan

Ruban Quantum Technology

China

#-of patent
families

36

IBM

US

D-wave Systems

Canada

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone

Japan

67

Chinese Academy Of Sciences

China

Microsoft

US

66

Quantumctek

China

12

Beijing University Of Posts & Telcom China

64

Huawei Investment & Holding

China

10

South China Normal University

China

61

Chengdu University Of IT

China

9

Intel

US

55

Pioneer Technology

US

9

Group Electronics

UK

53

Southeast University

China

9

Toshiba

Japan

51

Zhejiang Shenzhou Quantum NT

China

9

Magiq Technologies

US

49

University Of S&T Of China

China

8

Google

US

46

Harbin Institute Of Technology

China

7

Quantumctek

China

45

Anhui Qasky Quantum S&T

China

41

University Of S&T Of China

China

41

Anhui Power Jiyuan Software

China

5

Nec

Japan

39

Guangxi University For Nationalities China

5

79

Zhejiang Shenzhou Liangzi Network
China
S&T
Zhejiang Qusenjoy Network
China
Technology

22
15

Company

HQ
country

#-of patent
families

Beihang University

China

1

Universitat Autonoma De Barcelona

Spain

1

University Of Chicago

US

1

7
6

1.Not exhaustive, additional companies with only 1 patent filed, 12 companies with HQ in US, 1 in Australia, 1 in Japan, 1 in China and 1 in South Africa
Source: Patent search
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A

Low filing activity suggests emerging stage of quantum communications;
China dominant patent holder
Research output – Quantum communications

Quantum communication patent families by filing year1
and country2

Top 10 patent holders in quantum communication active patent families
by filing year1 and patent holder

China

United Kingdom

Japan

Portugal

European Patent Office

India

South Korea

Rumania

United States

140

Toshiba Corporation

Pioneer Technology

Ruban Quantum Technology

Southeast University

Chinese Academy Of Sciences

Zhejiang Shenzhou Quantum Network Technology

Quantumctek

Huawei Investment & Holding

Chengdu University Of IT

University Of Science And Technology Of China

20

80
70

15

60

50
10
40
30
5

20
10
0
2010
1.
2.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

2019

0
2012

13

14

15

16

17

18

2019

2018 & 2019 are made up of partial data with a forecast to complement
Country of jurisdiction - country where the patent has been filed and requested its protection

Source: Patent search
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Starting point for our analyses is a well-defined space by the use of keywords

Quantum Keywords

Criteria to find relevant patents

Quantum Computer

Quantum Encryption

Quantum Computing

Quantum Cryptography

Quantum Bit, Qubit

Quantum Key Distribution

Quantum Algorithm

QKD

Quantum Gate

Quantum Key Generation

Shore Algorithm

Quantum Sensing

Keywords searched in Title and
Abstract
Reduction of patent families by
extended International Patent
Documentation (INPADOC)
Active Patents

Grover Algorithm
Quantum Communication
Quantum Internet
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F

NL have 10 research institutes working on Quantum; start-up scene still
emerging with 6 quantum start-ups identified
Ecosystem
Dutch Quantum research institutes

Dutch Quantum startups

1. Delft University of Technology and TNO – QuTech

1. ApexQuBit

2. Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) – Center for Quantum
Materials and Technology

2. Delft Circuits
3. Qblox

3. Leiden University – Applied Quantum Algorithms (AQA)

4. Qu & Co

4. University of Amsterdam – Quantum Matter & Quantum Information

5. QuiX

5. University of Twente – Interfaces and Correlated Electrons (ICE) /
Quantum Transport in Matter (QTM)

6. Single Quantum

6. VU University Amsterdam (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) – Division of
Theoretical Chemistry
7. University of Groningen - Quantum Devices Team
8. Leiden University- Instituut-Lorentz
9. Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
10. QuSoft (CWI, University of Amsterdam, VU University Amsterdam)

Source: Web search; Quantum Computing Report
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PROPOSED SETUP OF INVESTMENT

B

NAQT aims investing high share in attracting external investments vs.
benchmarked project, which receives widely support by experts
x Total (planned) investment amount

Share of budget allocated
in category
Develop
scientific
foundation

Research budgets
and infrastructure

NAQT
68%

Educate / attract
new talent

Attract
investments for
providers

Fund / guide startups

Stimulate
investments by
users

Stimulate companies
to use the technology
Total

1.
2.

Benchmarked
program
Key elements of
(e.g., NanoNextNL) NanoNextNL program
Research funding for 10
focus areas, each with 1-4
sub areas1

97%

7%

15%

10%

100%

100%

663

1252

1%

No funded activities
mentioned, now classified
under “unknown”

2%

Business incubation and
acceleration program

0%

No specific funding /
activities mentioned
Includes “education,
meetings, PR and
management activities”

Report classifies all funding as "research budgets", it might also include research infrastructure investments although not mentioned in the end-terms report
Includes only the amount invested by “Fonds Economisce Structuurversterking (FES)”, total would be 251 mnEUR incl. matching by industry and university however funding split across categories not materially different

Experts support NAQT’s higher spend
on business stimulation
The NL has very good research –
however we are less good at letting Dutch
companies valorize that research.

Don't miss the opportunity to invest in
science AND business (see what
Denmark did to Wind Energy)
The NL are very strong in the in academic
foundation but the business side is
uncertain.
We need to invest to stimulate power at
different levels: also in entrepreneurship
and VC funding
Try to create an ecosystem and then a
positively reinforcing cycle: Money should
not just go to research.
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Experts expect securing selected networks w/ QKD may become most likely
use case for quantum communications until 2035/2040
Use case

What you need to believe for adoption

Expectation

Communication
security between
central nodes in
network using QKD1

Network of trusted repeaters deployed between
important nodes e.g., at datacenters

2020 - 2025

Wide-spread QKD
network reaching to
end-users

Distance limitations are solved adequately with
repeaters / smart network design

True quantum repeaters developed (trusting of
repeater not necessary)

After 2035 / 2040

1.

QKD networks could be deployed in the next few
years among central points in telco’s networks TelCo expert
A lot of development needs to happen before
quantum networks can exchange quantum states –
quantum repeater invention is needed - Quantum
communications researcher

End point nodes fit into (hand-held) devices
Deployment cost decreases radically

Quantum computer
network through
exchange of
quantum states

Experts’ opinion on feasibility of quantum
internet by 2035 / 2040

Quality of nodes and repeaters over long ranges has
sufficient quality / bandwidth to allow very steady
entangled communication over large distances

After 2035 / 2040

Hardware and infrastructure needed for QKD will
not reach the end-user’s connection in the coming
20 years.
- Quantum communications expert
A lot of breakthroughs are needed before we can
even consider connecting quantum computers over
the quantum internet, and they will likely not come
in the next 20 years.
- Quantum communications researcher

Quantum Key Distribution

Source: Expert interviews, press search
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Most large players are focused on hardware stage/full stack approaches
Quantum computing
Netherlands-based companies

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Systems software
Equipment / components

Application software + services

Hardware
Cloud services

Companies providing components to
manufacturers of quantum computing

Companies manufacturing quantum
computers

Developers of software that interacts
with the Quantum Processing Unit
(e.g. low-level programming)

Developers of algorithms that run on
quantum computers/ equipment,
interacting with the systems layer

We expect Cloud
computing
services to emerge
in the next years
Full-stack players

Source: Expert interviews, web search
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The Quantum Communications value chain could include network
deployers/operators, potentially performed by TelCo players
Netherlands-based companies

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Equipment / components

Companies providing components to
manufacturers of Quantum
communication equipment

Hardware

Systems / network software

Companies manufacturing quantum
networking devices (e.g. nodes,
repeaters etc.)

Developers of software that interacts
and makes use of the quantum
network (e.g. encryption software for
QKD)

Quantum network operators

Provides the network where Quantum
Communications run on – usually also
offers service to customers

Players offering service to customers across each value chain step
Counterparts in classical TelCo
value chain:

Source: Expert interviews, web search

Juniper, Arista, Extreme networks

VMWare, Aptira

NTT, AT&T, Verizon, China Mobile

Cisco, Ericsson, Nokia, Huawei (Bundled hardware and software providers)
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The quantum sensing value chain is simpler due
to only one layer of software existing (firmware bundled with the device)
Netherlands-based companies

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Equipment and component
manufacturing
Companies providing components to
manufacturers of quantum sensing equipment

Hardware manufacturing

Application and services development

Companies manufacturing quantum sensing
devices (e.g. clocks, meters etc.) – firmware
software provided by hardware manufacturer

Developers of software used together with quantum
sensing equipment (excludes device firmware)

Satellite navigation systems

Telecom providers

National measurement laboratories

Focus will likely remain on Hardware manufacturing step – currently available analysis software running on classical computers will likely suffice for foreseeable
future

Source: Expert interviews, web search
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